
Wheeled Vehicles for Army Reserve
RAAC Reconnaissance Units - Now!

by
Sergeant J.J. Kuilboer RAAC

In December 1980 a discussion paper was distributed
by DARMD which examined the utility of wheeled
armoured fighting vehicles for the Australian Army.
Although the discussion covered the complete Army,
by nature it emphasised the Armoured Corps. and in
part concluded that a mixture of tracked and wheeled
AFV offered the best solution to the requirements of
Australia's defence. The paper also argued that ARES
units should be equipped with the wheeled AFV but
only as a concept for the future. I propose that ARES
RAAC Recon Units should be equipped with the wheel
ed vehicles NOW. There are four main reasons:
1. Units would be more cost effective.
Wheeled vehicles are cheaper to purchase. maintain
and operate than equivalent tracked vehicles.
2. It would fill a gap in the current Army Reconnais-

sance Capability.
Current Medium Recon Training centres largely on
cross country training due to the tracked vehicles used
and the training areas available, all of which have ex
tremely few areas where unrestricted use of roads in
both built up and country areas is possible. ARES RAAC
units not long ago were equipped with wheeled vehicles
and still have many members with wheeled experience
however this situation will not last much longer and
much expertise in this field will be lost The introduction
of wheeled vehicles could develop the skills now lost
and/or not able to be practiced in tracked vehicle units.

3. ARES morale and effectiveness would greatly
improve.
The cost of tracked vehicles prevents ARES RAAC .[

"Landrover Equipped Units could develop and practice Reconnaissance Skills. SASR are already employi~g re
configured Landrovers as shown here."
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units from holding a fuli complement of"A" vehicles.
Even when the present pool vehicles are all utilised for
Annual Field Exercises the numbers are still short
Issuing more tracked vehicles than held at present is
not the answer, not only because it would not be cost
effective but more importantly because ARES units
would be very hard-pressed to maintain and service
the extra vehicles to anything approaching an except
able standard without further reducing the time spent
on other aspects of training

As a result units are left with small numbers oftracked
vehicles, Either each Troop in turn has exclusive use of
all vehicles or each troop has only one or two vehicles,
In either case vehicle crews never 'own' their own vehicle
and as is the case with all pooled equipment nobody is
willing to put in the effort and work required on what is
not considered 'their' own vehicles,

Simpler wheeled vehicles. being cheaper and more
cost effective, could enable units to have sufficient to
issue one to each crew, A vehicle that is 'owned' by a
crew for a foreseeable period is better maintained and
serviced and improves morale no end Wheeled vehicles.
better maintained and serviced than tracked, could be
serviceable for a larger percentage of time and thus the
effectiveness of training could improve. Any doubts
about the effects single vehicles per crew have on morale
are quickly dispelled after a talk to pre MI13Al mem
bers of ARES RAAC units who compare the current
situation to the old Ferret days,

4, Training would be simpler and cheaper.

Il would be simpler and much cheaper to train a driver
of a wheeled vehicle. No special training areas would
be required and training could centre on the unit's
depot not at some distant training area. Training area
access is also very costly and time consuming when
Troop or Sqn training is undertaken. Consider A Sqn
3/9 SAMR's training weekend: To reach the only avail
able training area for tracked vehicles involves a Friday
night 4 hour bus trip. On arrival at 2330 hrs vehicles
and CES are issued Saturday and early Sunday are
available fortraining. The remainder ofSunday morn
ing and early afternoon is taken up in cleaning equip
ment and servicing followed by another 4 hours bus
trip home. Without a local area available parade nights
cannot be utilised for mounted training. Wheeled vehi
cles. on the other hand could be used on any parade
night and for the full duration of a weekend's training.

So the argument for a wheeled vehicle seems justified
What is the vehicle choice, remembering any vehicle
must be available now? Why not the old Series 2A
Landrovers? "But that's old equipment"" is an immediate
cry - so wha~ How many other countries spending
more on defence than Australia issue their reserve forces
with the same standard of equipment as its regular
army? Also consider the morale aspect although very
much a grass roots problem it is a vital one. as any
person who has served in ARES RAAC units will testify.
MDre vehicles for more people to spend more time
learning and perfecting Reconnaissance skill is what is
needed and needed now! Use of the simple old Land
rover would allow this.

Will the issue of Landrovers be more cost effective?
Yes. The vehicles are available now, there is no procure-

ment cost and spare parts are still in plentifui supply.
The series 2A L/R are ideally suited to the Recon role
as they are fitted with twin fuel tanks for long range
and they required very little modification. The necessary
FFR Landrovers should have the new 24V generator
fitted and all vehicles should be fitted with a gun mount
suitable for a medium MG. Let's not overlook another
large saving- a Landrover"s CES is much smaller than
an M113.

Landrover equipped ul)its could develop and practice
reconnaissance skills largely centred on the use of roads
and tracks. skills largely ignored at present Australia
has large areas where there are no roads, but in its
populated and developed areas - the more prized areas
from an enemy point of view- an extensive network of
roads and tracks exist Wheeled reconnaissance units
are therefore more than justified for operation in these
areas.

Can the Landrover fulfil the wheeled vehicle role?
Yes. I believe it can. Although the Landrover has no
armour, it does have three other characteristics which
compensate for this deficiency:

i. The Landrover is fast and on today's battlefield
where only extremely heavy armour can withstand
anti-armour weapons. speed is becoming more
and mOTe important In reconnaissance. speed
is essential in seeking information and vehicle
speed isa large partofthe ability to do so. Speed
is also an important factor in the ability to move
quickly from one area of operations to another.

It Landrovers are small especially with canopy re
moved and windscreen lowered or removed They
therefore become harder to see. easier to hide
and much harder for an enemy gunner to hit

Ill. The Landrover is quiet a critical factor if recon
elements wish to remain unobserved

In ARES units where limited time is available for
training every effort should be made to utilise the avail
able time to train in the role the unit is designed for.
RAAC ARES Recon units cannot fully develop their
skills with just one annual 14 day field exercise and a
small number ofweek-end mounted training sessions.
Soldiers do not become proficient when their training
time cannot be utilized fully in the role they must fulfil.
With the one crew one vehicle concept training effec
tiveness will improve and morale in ARES be given a
large. much needed boost

Training a Landrover driver may not be simpler. but
it is without doubt much cheaper than training a tracked
AFV driver. The signaller aspect of his training would
be simpler as there would be no requirement for AN/VIC
I harness training. There would also be a large saving
in the gunnery training. as there would be no require
ment for large calibre (76mm) training. although this
would be offset to a degree in the need to train people
on SRAAW to a larger extent than at present

How would a wheeled recon unit appear? I will use
an independent squadron as an example. As stated
Landrovers would be the basic vehicle. even including
the specialist RAEME vehicles of Technical Support
Troop. (These are already available within the system.)
The only exception would be the trucks ofAdmin Troop
the number of which would be increased in lieu of the
present TLCM548·s. The basic vehicle would be the
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Truck Utility 3;4 ton FFR further fitted for three catego
ries. Recon. Assault and Command

The Recon version could be equipped with either an
AN/VRC49 or AN/VRC46 and AN/GRCI60 radio in
stallation. It could also be fitted with a MG mount for
either the M60 GPMG or CAL50 MG while each ve
hicles armament would also include a number of
SRAAWs of the .LAW 66 type. This may appear to
under arm the umt s recon vehicles but within the overall
Landrover concept this is not so:

i Firstly. choice of the M60 GPMG in place of the
CAL30 MG will greatly facilitate ammunition
resupply as the weapon is used and will contmue
to be used by the Assault Troopers. The CAL.50
MG is an excellent heavy MG ideally suited to
the self protection role.

H. Secondly. Landrover equipped units would de
pend on non-detection as the primary defence.
closely followed by speed They would only fight
If dIScovery was imminent which would generally
occur at close range where the shock effect of
M60 GPMG and SRAAW fire backed by the
CAL .50 MG would prove adequate to cover
escape or to destroy the enemy.

The second version of Landrover could be the Assault
type. Its radio installation would consist of an AN/
VRC46 and an AN/PRC77 for the assault troopers use
when dismounted. Each vehicle would be equipped
With an MG mount for either the M60 GPMG or CAL
.50 MG and a number of SRAAWs.

The command version is the third type. Radio instal
latlOns fitted would include an AN/VRC 49. AN/VRC
46 and AN/GRC F2. The exclusion of the fourth radio
installation as fitted to the present M557 ACV is un
avoidable but compensatd for by extra vehicles allotted
to SHQ. Armament would not be vehicle mounted but
would consist of a M60 GPMG and SRAAWs. These
extra vehicles are also necessary for self-protection and
for transport ofSHQ personnel and equipment Com
mand Landrovers would also be fined with the exten
sion canopies as presently fitted to RAEME specialist
Landrovers. Command vehicles would also come with
the ~T trailer.

Natur~lly the change to Landrovers would require
some adjustment to the unit manning. For example
within the Recon Tps the numbers would be lessened
by two.

A Recon Tp would consist of Crew Commanders.
Driver/Signallers. Assault Trooper/Gunners and Assault
Trooper/Signallers the names depicting the member's
roles and J.l0t necessarily their ECN training. All train
mg can be fulfilled within the current Armoured Corps
ECN trammg concept except that a Driver/Signaller
would be a Landrover driver and not MI13 driver. This
would mean adapting the current ECN 088 or creating
a new ECN. Crew Commanders would require no dras
tic change in training and Assault Trooper positions
are covered WithIn ECN 020 except that radio equip
ment training would need to be extended.

The Assault Trooper section would be spread through
out the Recon Tp which serves three very useful purposes.
Firstly. it will avoid the present problem whereby the
whole assault section could become casualties if their
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vehicle is destroyed. Secondly. when the Recon Tp is
spr~ad over.large distances Assault Troopers are always
avallable With each element Lastly. instead of just sit
ting in the back of a vehicle when mounted each and
every Assault Trooper can be a useful and active mem
ber of the Recon Tp. Whcn the Assault Section is dis
mounted the vehicle crew commander can readily man
the vehicle MG. a role normally otherwise left to an
Assault Trooper.

The unit Assault Troop would need the biggest change
wlthm a Landrover equipped unit Look quickly at the
name "Assault Trooper", which conjurs up an armed
to-the-teeth super-hero type busting into heavily forti
fied enemy positions. The name "Assault Troopers'
does not infer the role of this essential member of a
Recon Unit - it should be changed to Recon Trooper
or some other such tnle more in keeping with his pri
mary role of foot recon as a complementary part of the
wheeled recon. The size of the Assault Tp sections re
quires to be reduced but the number of sections increas
ed Each section would then consist of six members.
together with Troop HQ consisting ofTp Ldr. Tp SGT
and Signaller and two-man vehicle crews. all totals
thirty seven.

Within SHQ Troop. Admin Troop and Technical
Support Troop no manning changes would occur but
rearranging of personnel to different vehicles would be
necessary. The mortar section would be dispensed with.
because the time required to establish dismounted mor
tar positions in this fluid recon role would be unaccept
able. and because of the greater emphasis placed on
defence by concealment within the Landroverequipped
umt Greater emphasis will have to be placed on air
support when long range support is required.

In both SHQ Recon and Assault Tps all personnel
would be equipped with the MI6 5.56 mm or the M203.
The weapon is light easily manoeuvrable and stowed
on the vehicle. yet provides large volumes of effective
tire. The use ofonly one type of ammunition for a laroe

"number of person weapons again facilitates resupply.
The exceptions to this are those assault troopers equip
ped with M60 GPMG. Resupply for the ass.ault troopers
1$ already covered as a number of vehicle mounted
weapons are the same. Personnel of Admin and TST
would be equipped as currently except that all Pistols 9
mm and SMG FI would be changed for MI6 and M203.

In conclusion. I believe the case for wheeled recon
units exists and within ARES RAAC units the require
ment exists now! This requirement can be met with
equipment available now' The result would be more
cost effective training. more efficient training and a
large boost to reservists morale.

Although going to war in Landrovers may not be the
ideaL it is feasible. Although. Project Waler may produce
a more acceptable recon vehicle sometime in the future..
the fact remains that Landrovers are available now
and RAAC ARES units need wheeled vehicles NOW'

Sergeant Mike Kuilboer

Sergeant Kuilboer enlisted in the ARA in June 74.
Following an extended tour of duty with B Squadron 3
Cavalry Regiment he assumed his current posting as
an Instructor with A Squadron 3/9 SAMR in Feb 80.
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